
LOW BALL TECHNIQUE IN PSYCHOLOGY

How the low-ball technique is used in sales scenarios to persuade customers to purchase products, and in other
situations as a compliance-gaining strategy.

In another situation, a travel agent may show a holidaymaker a package a five-star hotel deal at a low price. In
this PsycholoGenie article, we will understand what the low-ball technique means and provide examples of the
same. Trick then into agreeing more than they intended. Initially you make a big request which a person can
be expected to refuse. Cialdini, Cacioppo, Bassett, and Miller asked students to participate in an experiment.
This includes many clients who would otherwise have never considered getting help before, whether because
of transportation issues, high costs of in-person sessions, or shyness. Journal of personality and Social
Psychology, 36 5 ,  Later they were told that it started at 7 am and given the chance to drop out if they wanted.
No wonder then that masters of persuasion thrive well in sales and marketing. Example - Friend to Friend
Original Pitch - How would you like to play with my pet dog for the whole day while I'm away? People are
constantly seeking to gain or preserve this positive perception of themselves. A poorly executed low ball move
would be to simply increase the price of an item after the customer shows interest and without much logical
explanation. Source: pixabay. This is a small request that seems reasonable, so you lend the notes to your
friend. Lowballing also occurs in nonsales situations. Given these forms of commitment, the customer is likely
to follow through with the behavior, even though it is more costly than the original commitment e. During the
sales process they introduce necessary extras. Then change the agreement to what you really want. They were
also told that they could opt out of the study if they so wished. A family books a package holiday. The second
request includes a higher demand, such as a higher sale price. Manipulation of a person without that conscious
recognition as in, the person knows what's happening and accepts it could be called unethical. The travel agent
then tells the customer that the hotel is fully-booked. The researchers were clear about the meeting time being
7 a. Second, the target feels a commitment to the course of action involved e. By contrast, the low-ball
technique aims to persuade a person to commit to a small action, but this action is never completed. Even
though there is direct manipulation involved in this sales technique, it still works because of the psychology of
the human mind and the varied ideals and thoughts that human beings harbor. Eliminate pressure or negative
feelings. Maximize their buy-in, in particular by getting both verbal and public commitment to this. This may
lead to some or a lot of complaining and displeasure; however, if the low-ball has been used correctly, people
tend to agree to the changed sale as well. For example, negotiating a pay rise with your boss. Next, get some
form of commitment from them like a down payment or a handshake. In a second group condition, the
subjects were asked the same favour, but this time they were not told a time. Get a commitment from the
customer, verbally AND publicly in some way, such as a down payment or a contract. If a person is already
enjoying the prospect of an excellent deal and the future benefits of the item or idea, then backing out would
create cognitive dissonance, which is prevented by playing down the negative effect of the "extra" costs.
According to this theory, people want to be viewed in a positive light by their peers. Thus, when they have
once agreed to a thing, they want to continue to stand by that decision. So, initially you make a small request
and once the person agrees to this they find it more difficult to refuse a bigger one. Meanwhile, he asked a
second group to agree to take part in the experiment, but only told the them start time after they had agreed to
take part. But they are in luck! Make it clear that they are agreeing to this of their own free will. Lowballing
Examples Car salespeople have been observed using the lowball strategy to increase the likelihood that the
customer will purchase a car. Burger, J.


